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COVID Year People turned to trusted sources
News publishers translated the demand for news into subscriptions

High-interest news attracted 
more visitors to sitesAttract

Trading content for registrations 
helped to nurture new, light readersRegister

Tighter paywalls  
exposed more readers to offers Show offers 

Discounted trial offers  
helped to convert readers sooner Convert 

Long-term trial offers  
helped to retain readers better Retain Source: data for 320 news sites globally, 

P. Appel, Piano for INMA 2021
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Peak: 70% in March

Demand for news 
spiked globally

Change in page views on 
subscription news sites globally,  
by month and indexed to Feb. 2020

News publishers effectively broadened  
each stage of the subscription funnel



In 2020 publishers broke records in subs
Growth was a dividend of years of focus, investment, learning

The spike in demand 
was followed by a spike 
in subscription sales

Change in new online subscription  
starts globally, by month  
and indexed to Feb. 2020
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Source: demand for subs based on 320 news sites, change in subscriber base based on 123 news sites, P. Appel and M. Silberman, 
Piano for INMA 2021; data on top news subs brands based on financial filings, presentations, press releases, G. Piechota for INMA 2021

Peak: 93% in April

median change in  
digital subscriber base 

of news publishers  
globally 

at the end of 2020  
vs. 2019

+58% Top 10 brands Digi subs Period

New York Times 6.99m 1Q ’21

Washington Post 3m 1Q ’21

Wall Street Journal 2.63m 1Q ’21

Financial Times 960k 4Q ’20

Guardian U.K. 900k 4Q ’20

Economist 875k 4Q ’20

Nikkei Japan 760k 1Q ’21

Bild Germany 526k 1Q ’21

Telegraph U.K. 413k 1Q ’21

Le Monde France 360k 4Q ’20



News business transformation accelerated
Subs leaders embraced a customer-centric, digital business model

Source: analysis of financial results of news divisions of Agora, Bonnier, Economist Group, Grupo Clarin, News Corp., New York Times Co., 
RCS Media Group, Schibsted. Online revenues include reader and advertising revenues. G. Piechota for INMA 2021

Meredith  
Kopit Levien 
President and CEO,  
The New York Times

“The last ten years 
were to test  
our strategy that 
journalism was 
worth paying for;  
the next ten will try 
to scale that idea.”

News subs leaders 
made most of their 
revenue from digital

Proportion of digital revenues  
selected news subs leaders  
vs. total revenues in 2020

Online
51%

Offline
49%

News subs leaders  
were funded in 2020 
primarily by readers

Revenues  
of selected  
news subs 
leaders,  
by source 
in 2020

Advertising
30%

Other
22%

Reader revenue
48%



Where is the growth coming from this year?
Expect 2021 to be about retention, promotion and new products

Source: Segmentation of visitors to news sites based on data from Piano; Online traffic based on the estimated monthly desktop and mobile 
visits, Similarweb; Product adoption lifecycle inspired by G. Moore, Crossing the Chasm, Harper Collins 2014; G. Piechota for INMA 2021

News cycle no longer 
drives acquisition, turn 
to marketing instead

Change in monthly visits to 
selected news subscription sites,  
indexed to January 2021

The biggest risk: most 
subscribers read little, 
many don’t read at all

Proportion of subscribers across  
320 news sites globally, by number  
of active days in January 2021
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News subs leaders see 
opportunities in new 
consumer, group offers

To unlock growth, identify new 
segments and and adjust value 
proposition, marketing mix
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Priority Rethink your funnel to register users
Trade content for data to engage casual readers, collect first-party data

3 She goes through 
on-boarding  
and completes  
a “sticky” action, 
e.g., signs up  
for a newsletter

4 She gets 
pushed 
more 
articles, e.g., 
via e-mails  
or paid ads,  
and over time 
gets stopped 
by a paywall

2 She creates 
an account to 
read an article

6 As a new 
subscriber,  
she gets on-
boarded to the 
full experience

7 If engaged, 
she is likely  
to renew 
the sub,  
or even 
upgrade 
and 
advocate 
the brand  
to others

5 Hopefully, after a number of loops, 
she crosses an inflection point  
of engagement and subscribes

1New and returning reader 
comes sideways, e.g., through 
search and social media

$

Visitor  Subscriber 

Inspired by S. Plesmid, Washington 
Post. G. Piechota for INMA 2021



Firms rebalanced biz 
model with reader rev

To succeed with subscriptions, 
publishers refocused on end 
consumers of their news products

Attempt to regain 
share in advertising

Got new resources, 
skills, work methods

Biz model change forced changes 
in resources, staffing, operating 
model and companies’ culture

Ahead of the third-party cookie 
apocalypse, publishers launch ad 
services based on proprietary data

Sources: annual reports of The New York Times Company (2008-2020); interview with P. Nedregotten, Amedia, 2021; 
interview with J. Balowska, Agora 2021

Staff of Amedia (Norway),  
by function in 2021

Display ad revenue of Wyborcza.pl 
(Poland), by products in Q1 2021
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Subscriptions

Advertising

Other, e.g., syndication

28%

1%
6%

15%

50%

Newsroom  
(1000)

Data (20+)
Tech (120+)

Sales (300)

Others

2000 
employees

6%

94%

New contextual  
offer launched in 
April 2020

1 2 3

1.7x 
average lift  
in CTR

Next step in news business transformation
Reader revenue, advertising strategies converge, rely on each other
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Questions for 2021 

How to engage readers 
beyond news content with 
community, experiences? 

How to engage young, 
female, out-of-the market 
readers? 

How to respond to the 
unbundling of newsrooms 
and the rise of individual?


